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The dusty, seemingly ancient black setter had been “locked” on a perfect
point, barely discernible atop the table, among an array of knickknacks and
scarcity antiques. This kidnapped, classic bird dog, poised in a style painted by
artists at the turn of the century, appeared to the occasional passerby as just
timeworn porcelain, tired and scuﬀed with age. Folks would not give even the
slightest glance at an undistinguished dog with tail slightly separated from his
body, amidst the rest of the clutter oﬀered for sale. The dealer really had no
sense of value, just that it was old, dirty and in poor condition.

T

he scene unfolded
at the Brimfield,
Massachusetts antique show, one of,
if not the largest in
the country, where
the old dog just
held his point, the best he could
muster beneath amateurishly applied black paint, now chipped in
places so only a trained eye could
detect the tiniest glint of silver
visible through a scar or scuff.
Then one day a discriminating
sporting gentleman, Dr. Kenneth Waite
Jr. whose observant eyes spied him, envisioned a special quality buried beneath
and, if exposed, might liven the intensity
and class of this fine dog. With some trepidation, he reached deep in his normally
tight pocket, extracted sufficient greenbacks to bring him home; following his
own sage advice as a guide, “When you
see it and it’s right, buy it.” Now, the old
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setter would have a rightful home, among
other sporting collectables, to be properly
displayed for admiring and appreciative
sportsman.
What most casual observers would not
have noticed is that this chiseled pose is
likened to greatness, reminiscent of the
classic paintings of Edmund H. Osthaus.
This premier artist, known for capturing
that famous style so represented in this

setter . . . intensity, straight tail
and lifted front leg are indicative
of the renowned artist’s works.
The old scrounger himself, the
good doctor, knew that these figurines were sold through jewelry stores, sometimes an English
pointer and rarely a springer
spaniel were cast by the same
maker. The professional castings
were done in seven pieces, then,
soldered together. Grouse and
woodcock hunters that have a
keen sense of the rich history surrounding good setter dogs find the style
attractive and representative of a golden
age.
Dr. Waite rushed home, anxious to see
if his instincts would prove correct. He
immediately attempted removal of the
poorly applied black finish. Resigned to
the confines of his basement “man cave”,
the Doctor first carefully dabbed a little bit of paint stripping gel to the belly

section. From this rather obscure spot underneath,
beautiful silver materialized. An hour later, the
previously disguised “Silver Setter”, a.k.a. “Silver”,
emerged in brilliant form with all his glory, newly dressed for an honored spot on the physician’s
desk among other prized collectables; an English
pointer of that same maker and the 1935 National
Sportsman Trophy from Cleveland, Ohio donated
by National Sportsman Magazine, William Harnden
Foster, editor, for High-Over-All winner at this first
ever National Skeet Shoot.
The weeks ticked by, then one evening, at 8 p.m.
his cell phone rang. “Hello Jim,” the good doctor
said, his attention then diverted from a local town
meeting in progress. James Jay Baker recognizing
immediately that his friend was busy, asked, “What
have you got for me?”, the occasion, a few days prior
to the upcoming 2013 Maryland Arms Collectors
This photo shows Gleam’s Gladstone Max, owned by F.F.B. Chapman of Nashua,
Show, a.k.a. the Baltimore Gun Show. “Well,” the
New Hampshire. Max represents a substantial class of blooded dogs that are
Doctor responded, “I’ll take a look.” Arriving at
scattered about the country.
the Hunt Valley Inn for the scheduled kick-off lunThat Saturday in Baltimore, while “Silver” stayed patiently on
cheon, Dr. Waite came to the table, and he and Jim quickly disappoint, amongst high quality English Greener shotguns, Parker
peared to the trunk of his car. “Silver” appeared under the lid of a
hammer guns and a fine Huey oak case, the “buzzards” began
cardboard box, red tag priced at $550. After a short negotiation,
circling. A cast of admirers included the Chuck Mosher, a.k.a. the
“Silver” was reduced to $400. “I’ll take it,” responded Jim, with
“Reverend Leroy”, Randy Havel, a.k.a. the “Great Morel”, began
only a modest inspection.
the swooping, pecking and prancing as they zeroed in on this
So, you ask, what’s all the fuss over a beat up, grungy old black
great setter. Another deal was incubating!
and now silver setter statue with a broken tail? Well perhaps you
The said, “deal” finally agreed to by all parties present was conneed be a seasoned grouse and woodcock hunter, an English setsummated. In exchange for a very small (many would say inadter bird dog man, have read some of the early setter glory days of
equate) check in the amount of $450, purchaser (Havel) agrees
the Grand National Championship to truly appreciate him. Great
with the now seller (Baker) to the following terms and conditions
setters like Count Gladstone IV, Count Noble, Lady’s Count
regarding the transfer of said setter (aka “Silver”): “Silver” will be
Gladstone, Tony’s Gale or even reflect on the image of Gleam’s
repaired, cared for by Havel for six months and thereafter transGladstone Max shown here from an August 1929 issue of Hunting
ferred to the Reverend Leroy for the following six months, said
and Fishing to relish the “throw-back” of old “Silver”. “Silver’s”
transfer to occur every six months hereafter, unless and until said
horizontal tail, rather than the high, nearly straight up, style of
Havel is deceased, at which time “Silver” reverts to rightful owner
today and an often crouched intensity portrayed in the paintings
Baker (the self-proclaimed aggrieved party and seller with $50.00
of Edmund Osthaus and G. Muss Arnolt make this turn-of-theto the good).
century setter image immortal in the minds of dog men.
Hence old “Silver” came into my possession, albeit briefly, for
Jerry Robinson, the wonderful and talented writer from his
the careful packing and shipment fees, prior to his Minnesota
piece in Sports Afield, February 1975 characterized the setter best,
journey where he has now undergone expert solder repair and
(paraphrasing) “It’s been said that setter men share a deeper bond
restoration. He now proudly looks on, from a vantage lookout,
of understanding with their dogs, that the setter has a way of wendhigh on a shelf at Pineridge Grouse Camp next to his likeness
ing its way into the heart of every member of a family and some say
painted by Edmund Osthaus, There he can listen to Earl Johnson
setter men are odd, they talk to their dogs. The reassuring thump
pontificate whether a woodcock was left-handed or not, hear
of his tail and the way he looks at you is validation that he has a
Randy extoll the virtues of Parker-dom and occasionally curl his
remarkable understanding for human vocabulary. And quoting
lip when libation the loosened lips of an Old Pat’s Society memdirectly, “You don’t just shoot with a setter, you share profound
ber embellishes the truth.
moments with him. It’s not unlikely for you to even have a drink
So what is the point, you say! Well, “Silver” is a symbol of good
with him on more occasions than owners of other breeds would
times, of dear old friends, of the adventures that made our lives
ever understand. The English Setter can make your skin crawl with
so much richer and the heightened upland shooting experience.
sensations of pleasure and reward you with a vision of beauty and
Sportsman will surround themselves with meaningful stuff, be it
grace that warms you long after the memory of the moment dims”.
dad’s old shell bag, a mahogany cleaning rod, briar worn deerskin
So it is we setter folks reflect on those special days with dogs like
gloves, Lucy’s collar, an Elmer Crowell decoy, fired shells from
“Silver”. He will take us to abandoned apple orchards, alder runs,
that double . . . all of which define us; it is who we are, and we are
frosty mornings and sunny hillsides for the flush of a grouse or
proud of it.
woodcock.
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